
What if every surface of the urban fabric were 
productive? Imagine every surface has potential 
for production: production of energy, food and 
fresh water. What if each surface provided a unique 
harvest of energy or food? Can we change building 
skins to function as more than rain screens, lawns 
to be more than décor, and yards to be more than 
recreational spaces? Let us retrace our roots and 
return to the harvest. 

The 360˚ | 365 Harvester is an integrated system 
that transforms the conventional understanding 
of surface from that of a static, single-purpose 
element to one of production and multiuse. It is 
a dynamic and adaptive system that is productive 
three hundred and sixty-fi ve days of the year, be 
it employed vertically, horizontally or somewhere 
in between. The structure acts both as a passive 
garden, designed to harvest wind and solar energy 
and rainwater, and as an active garden, in which 
fl owers, vegetables, & herbs can be grown.  The 
360˚ | 365 Harvester bridges all scale boundaries, 
ranging from tall buildings without lawns, where 
the exterior cladding is turned into a productive 
skin, to suburban houses with large lawns, to city 
row houses with very limited lawns, as well as open 
spaces or parks
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It is a component based system that has the 
capability to be as low tech as a simple hinge 
and man power, but simultaneously fl exible 
such that it can be integrated with the most 
progressive technologies. It can be attached to 
existing structures, to make unproductive surfaces 
productive, or it can be erected as new built form. 
It is responsive to environmental stimuli, sensitive 
to local demands, pliable to long term needs, 
and receptive to new technologies. The key is 
adaptation.
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As a secondary function, when applied to the 
side of buildings, homes and parks, the panels 
act as shading devices. The system is portrayed 
at 3 diff erent scales: the city row house (small), 
the suburban park (medium), & the downtown 
condominium (extra large). While three panel 
concepts are presented in this proposal, the 
possibilities are infi nite. To return to the harvest, we 
must rethink the existing condition and fi nd ways 
to adapt the found condition, while at the same 
time generate new possibilities for the future.

The system is constructed of a structural frame, into 
which the varying harvesting panels are inserted.  
The structural arms provide the form of the system 
and are hinged to allow the entire network of panels 
to fold. The individual panels are then fi xed into the 
structural arms at even intervals.  Each panel is free 
to rotate 360˚.  The panels are interchangeable, 
allowing the system to be adapted to a specifi c 
location and use.
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panel  
interchangeable  | rotate 360 degrees | double sided

infrastructure
hollow core to house wire and tubing | modular pieces
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retractable systems | daily adaptability



lid structure
steel ribs to strengthen polyethylene

rotating lid
translucent polyethylene film

pod pivot
allows for pod leveling

panel structure
hollow steel to allow for wiring

panel pivot
connection point to main structure

transfer conduit
connection point to main structure

pod soft layers
composition of container fill

cover cloth to hold soil
insulating film
soil
drainage cloth
drainage holes

harvest

seed

pod

∙ keep open in 

summer 
∙ Keep closed 
in winter
∙ water as 
needed
size: s

Seed Pod

The growing pod is a trough fi lled with soil; drainage 
holes are punched through the bottom. Each pod 
is equipped with a transparent cover, which can be 
rolled closed when needed, creating a greenhouse 
environment and making it possible to continue 
growing even in colder temperatures.



coarse filter
catches large particulate

water catch
sloped into drainage filter

mini-spaceframe
used to fix wind scoops

panel structure
hollow steel to allow for wiring

panel pivot
connection point to main structure

transfer conduit
houses wiring/tubing

solar cells
panel rotates to face towards sun

cables
transfers energy from charge controller

panel pivot 
connection point to main structure

drainage pipe 
carries water through structure to cistern

transfer conduit 
connection point to main structure

harvest

storage

cistern

filter

solarrain

panel

∙ face panel 
towards sun 
when shining
∙ face tray 
towards sky 
when 
overcast
size: Solar Panel | Rain Panel

The solar panel is two sided and has an inverse 
relationship with the rain panel.  When it is sunny the 
solar side faces outward and tracks the sun in order 
to obtain maximum effi  ciency.  When it is raining the 
rain panel is positioned facing the sky and acts like a 
miniature catch basin, collecting the water and draining 
it to a cistern located on the ground at the base.
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wind scoops
facing opposing directions

mini-spaceframe 
used to fix wind scoops

panel structure 
hollow steel to allow for wiring

panel pivot
connection point to main structure

wind scoops 
facing opposing directions

transfer conduit
houses wiring

harvest

transformer

mini-

wind

panel

∙ face panel 
into wind
∙ rotate panel 
when 
needed
size:

Wind Panel

The wind panel has two sides.  The surface of each 
side is fi tted with small wind scoops that act to catch 
the wind and divert it to a mini-turbine located in the 
base of each tunnel. By turning a rotor the wind energy 
is converted into electricity, which is delivered through 
cables in the arms of the infrastructure to a transformer 
located on the ground and then fi nally back to the grid.
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